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From the Editor’s Desk 
 

Dear Divine Souls, 
 

Dadashreeji in keeping with his desire to 

bring as many of His children back to 

Divinity in this very lifetime has 

undertaken a long and hectic journey 

conducting Bodhs, meetings and special 

sessions in five cities of Europe in late 

May and most of June. He will also guide 

corporates during the CEE Summit held 

from the 10-12th June.  
 

The preparations for His trip to Europe 

began in early January. As Dadashreeji 

would be away for most of June, He spent 

almost every waking hour in meetings 

with Sevaks, ongoing work at the 

Ashram, coordinating various aspects of 

the Parivaar’s work through most of May. 

Despite all this intense activity, He found 

the time to meet His devotees, giving 

them abundant time to spend with Him, 

conducted sessions with past Bodh 

participants selflessly just giving and 

giving.  
 

Bodhs – Awakening to Self Realization, 

Follow-up, Healing and Meditation 

Sessions as well as Prayer meetings were 

held in various cities across India and 

Europe. Dadashreeji had declared that He 

would continue to reach out to as many 

spiritual seekers as. More and more such 

sessions to help and guide seekers, 

answer their queries and resolve doubts 

are planned over the coming months. It is 

not just about inner transformation but 

helping each seeker find and connect with 

the truth. No one shall be left to fend for 

themselves because we as a family are 

here, to spread love and grace to everyone 

without bias or judgement. The 

MaitriBodh Parivaar as directed by 

Dadashreeji is here to help spread the 

Master’s word of Love and Service to all 

mankind. 
 

- On behalf of MaitriBodh Parivaar 

Upcoming events : 

Awakening to Self Realization (Bodh I) : 

7th June – Mumbai / Chandigarh 

13th June – Mumbai 

14th June – Kolkata 

28th June – Amritsar 
 

Guru Purnima celebrations : 

31st July – ShantiKshetra Premgiri Ashram 
 

Purification (Bodh II) : 

1st-2nd August – ShantiKshetra Premgiri Ashram 
 

CEE Summit 
10th-12th June – Dusseldorf, Germany 

 

Darshan of Divine Friend Dadashreeji : 

18th June  Milan – (Italy) 

22nd June Rome – (Italy)  
 

For International events, please mail us at: 

international@peaceservices.org 



MaitriBodh Parivaar celebrated the first 

International Darshan of Dadashreeji in Vienna. 

312 attendees came together to experience 

Dadashreeji. He talked about how we can lives 

our lives in simplicity and bliss. He reduced 

complex matters – into simple words 

understandable by all winning everyone hearts 

in the process. Seekers participated in a light 

meditation and thereafter were blessed with an 

intensive energy session. Tears flowed, hearts 

touched and emotions overflowed. The location 

where the event was conducted resonated with 

the love and bliss.  

Dadashreeji has been touching many lives 

in many ways. People get connected to Him 

instantaneously feeling love and peace. Words 

are not enough to convey gratitude to Him. 

160 spiritual seekers from many European 

countries visited Moers for Darshan of 

Dadashreeji to experience Love, Peace and 

Truth within. Dadashreeji’s love, humility and 

simplicity touched each and every one present 

– to the core. 

Darshan 

Vienna, Austria – 27th May 

of Divine Friend Dadashreeji 

Testimonials 
 

- “My experience of the last meeting was that I embraced a lot of people, I felt that I was giving hope, 

love and bliss, others gave me the same in return. I was spontaneously hugging people and in turn was 

being hugged by others. Like the others I too was surprised by this collective energy of goodness and 

love.” 
 

- “He has shared such simple ways of living our lives full of love, ease and joy. What beauty! All present 

were eternally grateful to Dadashreeji for blessing them with the experience of peace and love in their 

lives.” 
 

- “Some events in life become unforgettable. Some occur especially when one follows the urgent call of his 

soul/mind receiving a special blessing. These moments remain etched deep into the mind and soul. Only 

the heart can comprehend the dimension of this blessing and the profoundness of this truth. Just 

gratitude - for the contact with this Divine Being.” 
 

- “Dadashreeji teaches simplicity and it can be only good for each one of us; to simply be. His teachings 

enrich me in every sense. He is one of the few beings - able to combine wisdom from the Divine Source 

who jokes like a little child, so adorable, so playful!” 
 

- “We seekers from the MaitriBodh Parivaar in Europe had been waiting impatiently for the day to dawn 

when we would welcome Dadashreeji in Moers. Now finally the day as come! Now let others who have 

waited so long also receive His blessings as we did when we visited our Karjat Ashram last year.” 
 

- “Anybody who thought of themselves as being spiritual before meeting Dadashreeji, would think 

differently after meeting Him. They would experience a radical shift in their lives!” 

Moers, Germany – 31tt May 



Delhi May 9: Many participants attended the Bodh 

sessions in Delhi. Completely soaked in Dadashreeji’s love 

and grace none of them wanted to speak when the session 

concluded. The seekers actually feel peace descend into 

the hall. All felt peace and gratitude for the experience. A 

participant – an advanced pranic healer shared that she felt 

Dadashreeji’s hand on her head since entering the hall 
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Mumbai May 9: Dadashreeji’s presence was felt by 

everyone during the Bodh sessions in Mumbai. A lady saw 

the Shaktipeetham and Kali Mata while another was 

relieved of her headache. 
 

Indore May 10: The Bodh at Indore was the first one ever 

held in Madhya Pradesh. Dadashreeji’s Grace and energy 

was strongly felt by all the spiritual seekers.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pune May 17: Spiritual seekers from diverse age groups 

experienced Dada's grace and love during the Bodh 

Session held in Pune. Some were so overwhelmed that 

they could not express their feelings in words while others 

connected instantaneously with Dadashreeji. 
 

Mumbai May 21: Participants of the Bodh Session in 

Thane felt huge divine energies and were strongly 

connected. Some were left crying while others felt strong 

energy flows. Calm, peace and serenity was experienced 

by all after the Shakti Pravaah. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Delhi May 23: All participants experienced peace and many 

got clarity to the numerous questions they had been seeking. 

One participant witnessed Dadashreeji's Leela and saw Him 

in various avatars such as Krishna, Ganeshji and 

Hanumanji.  

  

Mumbai May 23: It was a truly wonderful journey. The 

faces of the participants were vibrant faces as peace 

pervaded and they got clarity on their life issues. The 

Sambodh Dhyaan touched the participants as they 

experienced Divinity in themselves. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bengaluru May 23: Participants at the session came for 

various reasons – personal and professional. Dadashreeji’s 

grace and blessings flowed to all seekers, providing 

solutions and new ways of thinking that inspired the partic-

ipants to solve, rethink and move ahead in life with great 

positivity and zeal. A lady felt energy rising from Anahat 

Chakra to Sahasra Chakra during the Sambodh Dhyaan.  

 

Delhi May 24: This Bodh session saw a group of seekers 

from all age groups. The participants flowed with natural 

ease through the discussion on the Panch Sutras. 

Dadashreeji's simple teachings touched each seeker deeply. 

The practice of Sambodh dhyaan helped connect each one 

with the Highest. After the Shakti Pravaah, one participant 

shared that throughout the process, she saw herself ‘separate 

from her thoughts’. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Delhi May 31: The session took place at the spacious and 

serene location at Sainik farms, Delhi. Mitra Jeevji 

conducted the session with subtle humour and true incidents 

from his life that got everyone engrossed and connected 

with Dada so deeply that one could actually feel Peace 

descended in the hall and on everyone present. All felt calm, 

peaceful and grateful for the experience. 

Awakening to Self Realization (Bodh I) sessions 



Stress Management Workshop with 

Blissful Meditation for Mumbai Police 
30th May – Mumbai 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Around 35 police personnel attended the session. The 

way we manage stress, the way we set aside stress, 

the repercussions of stress on physical body as well 

as mental health. Dadashreeji’s teachings to deal with 

stress were introduced to them. 

An amazing transformation was witnessed post 

Meditation. All felt peace and bliss, while many 

experienced emptiness within. The meditation paved 

a way for them to connect to their inner self. All 

officials, seniors and juniors, expressed gratitude to 

Divinity for the guidance in helping touch inner peace 

and joy.  

Mitra Sut                              mitra.sut@peaceservices.org           +91-9820045435 

DhyeyaMitra Prawesh                    dhyeyamitra.prawesh@gmail.com   +91-8685009309 

Maitreyi Varsha                   maitreyi.varsha@peaceservices.org 

Peace Within Me meditation session 
Chandigarh, Delhi & Gurgaon – 3rd May 

  

A Peace session was held on the eve of Buddha 

Purnima a very auspicious day for Spiritual Seekers. 

Though heat wave was on the rise, it could not deter 

the large number of seekers from all walks of life and 

age groups to experience the radiance of peace. The 

seekers experienced serenity and peace. For some it 

was a new transformative experience. Many seekers 

shared their beautiful experiences of love and peace.  
  

With Dadashreeji’s grace, the beautiful city of 

Chandigarh welcomed the MaitriBodh Parivaar on 

the occasion of Buddha Purnima. Peace Meditation 

was attended by a number of seekers. The importance 

of experiencing peace within first, so that the whole 

world is peaceful, was shared with the participants. 

The session began with a Sankalp by each participant 

to experience peace. A profound meditation session - 

seekers shared their experiences of love and peace. 
 

The Peace Session in Gurgaon saw a small group of 

seekers, most of whom had attended Bodh 

previously. The need of Peace in the world and the 

essence of Peace within ourselves was discussed. The 

meditation process helped the participants transcend 

into a feeling of peace and bliss. 

For any spiritual queries, you may write to 

mitra.shankh@peaceservices.org .  Few 

selected questions from these, will be directly 

addressed by Dadashreeji, which will be 

released in the next Newsletter. 

Purification (Bodh II) Follow-up Session 
17th May – ShantiKshetra Premgiri Ashram | Delhi 

 

A follow-up session for Purification (Bodh II) seekers 

was conducted at the Ashram. The session started 

with recitation of the Narayan Stotram. Love poured 

out of Devotees hearts as they reverently offered 

gratitude at the Master’s Padukas. Devotees listened 

eagerly to every word uttered from the lips of our 

beloved Master with rapt attention. Thereafter 

Dadashreeji conducted a beautiful process of 

transferring Shakti (Energy) and Kripa (Grace). A 

truly sublime session with the Master! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The seekers at the Delhi session also got beautiful 

experiences during this session. Everybody expressed 

their heartfelt gratitude to Dadashreeji for this 

wonderful opportunity.  

Prayer and Healing Session 
16th May – New Delhi 

  

The two hour healing was attended by over 50 

spiritual seekers most of whom came for the first 

time. The healing was conducted by specially trained 

Mitras and Maitreyis by Dadashreeji personally. 

Participants shared their varied experiences 

subsequent to the healing session. It emerged that 

people at large were in need of such healing sessions 

but were hesitant to express it or did not know where 

to seek healing. This session, therefore, seemed to 

have taken place at a very significant time and stage. 

The participants stated that the session was indeed 

beneficial as they had found a forum which addressed 

their spiritual aspirations and some of the new comers 

expressed a strong emotional and spiritual bonding 

with Dadashreeji.  



Offer Service 
 

Dear Friends,  
This is a wonderful time as I see our message and the Parivaar’s Mission 

reaching many people across the globe. Each and every member of our Parivaar 

has worked hard from the bottom of their hearts and to the best of their inherent 

abilities in delivering the message to the world. For this I thank each one of you. 

Divinity has recognized this seva and has blessed you with abundant Grace. Your 

personal growth on the spiritual path is only through seva. Serving humanity 

selflessly is a core value of our Parivaar. You grow as you give. The benefit you 

give others – comes back to you by way of Grace incessantly showering upon 

you as your consciousness is cleansed and purified. You become a part of the 

Divine only through selfless service and not through any other way. 

 

On the path of offering seva I want each one of you to walk with 

awareness. When you offer seva it should benefit someone – not for your own 

ego or sense of recognition. Seva should not be for the purpose of self gain or to 

gain others’ admiration. Seva should be done because it helps someone. You 

become a wonderful medium for the service but do not claim doership.  

 

The seva should be offered as love at the Lotus feet of the Divine. You are 

free to offer anything to the needy which you feel you are capable of. You do 

seva without any expectation even offer back the reward that Divinity will 

bestow – thus freeing yourself completely. Your seva will be of the highest order 

when it is done with great feeling – from the heart. If the feeling is absent; do not 

do the seva. If you do seva without feeling or as a mechanical act, do not consider 

it as seva.  

 

Do not judge or differentiate between people or the seva you offer. I 

request all of you to continuously serve someone either a stranger or a known 

person –  selflessly. Let each of you help at least one individual. Let this seva 

become a part of your very Being. This will help in your spiritual growth 

tremendously. 
 

Love and Blessings! 

Dadashreeji  


